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of right and wrong” motivates people to reject some ideas and embrace others
and attends throughout to the significance of what he variously describes as belief,
an “inner light,” and that “elusive, dynamic force that I will term ‘conscience’” (5).
Schreiner’s account of how certainty became the litmus test of truth in the six-
teenth century demonstrates how theological ideas and religious passions converge
to produce newly polarized claims about the virtues of skepticism and value of cer-
titude. Like Erdozain, Schreiner appreciates that spiritual or moral anxiety is a
powerful motivating force, but unlike Erdozain, she offers a careful theological ge-
nealogy of competing claims to the Holy Spirit, providing a more detailed intellec-
tual and historical context for Erdozain’s often vague claims about what “belief,”
“conscience,” or the “inner light” meant to his subjects. Crucially, this also means
that Schreiner is telling a story of contingent and varied responses to shared con-
cerns: she shows, for example, that Teresa of Avila, William Shakespeare, and Michel
Montaigne all reacted in distinctive ways to the problems of uncertainty manifest in
nominalist theology, compounded by Luther’s soteriology, and combated by Catho-
lic claims to the authority of tradition. Where Schreiner’s account prioritizes contin-
gency and variety, Erdozain, by contrast, offers a kind of dialectical predictability: Au-
gustine bequeathed to Christianity an “emotive account of conscience” (13) as well
as an emphasis on discipline and communal conformity. Luther rediscovered this
notion of conscience while also reinforcing its antithesis—the disciplinary impulse.
And thus, in Soul of Doubt, the dialectic unfolds through time, with each move to re-
assert the importance of hierarchy and uniformity countered by a liberating appeal
to conscience.
Not incidentally, Erdozain’s account affirms a familiar story about Protestant-
ism’s emphasis on the individual, and individual appeals to an inner light or con-
science, whereas Schreiner’s makes it difficult to generalize about the differences
between Protestant and Catholic responses. Erdozain’s study thus succeeds not as a
nuanced account of theology’s unpredictable significance (for that, readers should
look to works like Schreiner’s) but as a clear and lively counternarrative addressed
to those who still believe religion can only restrain rather than liberate and that
Christianity necessarily opposes what modernity values. For this audience, includ-
ing many students as well as committed secularists with their own entrenched inter-
pretations of the canonical figures Erdozain studies, this should be a valuable and
important study.
CONSTANCE M. FUREY, Indiana University.
ERLEWINE, ROBERT. Judaism and the West: From Hermann Cohen to Joseph Soloveitchik.
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2016.
246 pp. $49.00 (cloth).
Let us define modern Jewish philosophy as a kind of writing that explicates the
meanings of Jewish religious practice in a form and language accessible to non-Jews
and mindful of specifically modern philosophical questions of religious belief. Given
the problematic tradition of Christian anti-Judaism and the tenuous position of Jews
in eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and twentieth-century European societies and nation-
states where this kind of writing particularly flourished, it is not surprising that these
expositions of the Jewish faith are never entirely neutral toward the Christian as-
sumptions of the culture within which they are articulated but more often than
not border on the apologetic or the polemic. This type of writing can therefore
be considered as a kind of intervention, from a non-Christian minority perspective,
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in the modern European conversation on religion, which for obvious reasons has
been dominated by Christian orientations.
Themost outstandingmodern Jewish philosophical authors were individuals who
were equally deeply immersed in Jewish and non-Jewish linguistic, social, educational,
political, or national contexts—individuals like Moses Mendelssohn, who was famous
in his lifetime (d. 1786) as the “German Socrates” and represented the highly influen-
tial Berlin Enlightenment even as hewas excluded by the supposedly tolerant Prussian
King Frederick II from admission to the royal academy of sciences because he was a
practicing Jew. Similarly, HermannCohen (1842–1918) published hismost important
works of Jewish philosophy after a distinguished career as an academic philosopher
and founder of theMarburg school of neo-Kantianism.Mendelssohn andCohen both
participated in shaping the discourse of their contemporary public onmatters of gen-
eral philosophical concern, both did so as unrepentant Jews, and both used their lit-
erary talents to shape the public discourse on questions of religion in general and Ju-
daism in particular, with a view to both the general Christian public and the Jewish
minority they represented. As bookends of a century during which Jews strove for
and achieved legal equality but failed to gain full acceptance in Christian society, their
struggle was heroic and to some extent futile, at least if we judge from the vantage
point of the violent end of European Jewish history when the Germans of all people
led many European nations in acts of what Daniel Goldhagen called “eliminatory
anti-Semitism” that to this day defy the imagination of decent people.
From the perspective of today’s academy, specifically from within the study of
philosophy of religion in the context of religious studies, the great works of modern
Jewish philosophy survived the age in which they were produced, but just barely,
and their continued relevance is ever more audibly called into question especially
among those who try to teach these works to college-age students. Robert Erlewine’s
Judaism and the West is a case in point.
Erlewine’s exposition of the Jewish thought of Hermann Cohen, Franz Rosen-
zweig (1886–1929), Martin Buber (1878–1965), Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907–
72), and Joseph Soloveitchik (1903–93) proceeds from the assumption that the
thought of these thinkers was shaped in a particular cultural situation that is no
longer our situation and that they responded in a variety of ways to challenges that
were urgent to them but that may no longer be decisive for us. By reconstructing
their thought as responses to certain challenges that emanated from the place of
Jews and Judaism in culturally Germanic and religiously Christian contexts, Erle-
wine wants to solicit greater interest and sympathy for the writers and writings in
question and defend them against those who might dismiss them out of hand. In
that sense, Erlewine’s intention is to do historical justice to works that, for the most
part, no longer provide authoritative answers to the questions we might have today.
They are no longer useful guides to what it means to be a good Jew or good citizen,
they don’t articulate Judaism authentically and independent of the polemic situation
in which they were conceived, and they don’t do justice to the complex and plural
world in which we live today. The polemic situation in which these works were con-
ceived compelled these Jewish authors to respond in a manner that often meant to
buy into a rhetoric of cultural, religious, or even national hegemony that today strikes
one as bearing the hallmarks of cultural imperialism, orientalism, and civilizational
hubris. In other words, these Jewish thinkers were not just critics of certain modern
Western imperialist discourses on religion but representatives thereof, even though
they spoke from the perspective of a despised minority.
The force field of challenges Erlewine sees at work in shaping the works of Co-
hen, Buber, Rosenzweig, and Heschel is a trifecta of developments characteristic of
the academic study of religion as it developed in the late nineteenth century. These
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developments included the neo-Marcionite dismissal of the Old Testament as non-
essential to understanding the New, the rise of a “world religions discourse” (pas-
sim) that emphasizes Christianity’s affinities with Eastern religions at the expense
of the traditional salvation-historical association of Judaism and Christianity, and
the eclipse of the Judaic tradition as a foundational tributary to Western and spe-
cifically Germanic culture. The philosophers in question did not necessarily re-
spond to all three of these concerns, and when they did, they chose to respond
quite differently, but as they emerged from related cultural matrices, they were
equally troubled by the developments around them that coalesced into a kind of
eclipse of Judaism from the purview of a highly educated but dangerously myopic
West.
I particularly enjoyed the crisp and engaging chapters on Heschel and Solo-
veitchik. Both of these thinkers were steeped in Eastern European religious life
(Heschel in Hasidism and Soloveitchik in Lithuanian orthodoxy), both enjoyed
distinguished careers in the United States, and both were unapologetically commit-
ted to traditional forms of Jewish life. As Erlewine shows, both were also deeply en-
gaged with the Germanic and German-Jewish cultural and intellectual legacy and
justified their novel approaches to Judaism and to religion more generally in terms
critically derived from those traditions, including—in Soloveitchik’s case—Marburg
neo-Kantianism. Overall, this short book offers an engaging take on some of the clas-
sics of modern Jewish philosophy and makes a spirited case for debating their legacy
in light of the contemporary study of religion.
MICHAEL ZANK, Boston University.
FISHBANE, MICHAEL. Jewish Hermeneutical Theology. Vol. 14 of The Library of Contempo-
rary Jewish Philosophers. Edited by HAVA TIROSH-SAMUELSON and AARON W. HUGHES.
Leiden: Brill, 2015. xvi1280 pp. $149.00 (cloth).
With the recent conclusion of their twenty-volume series, The Library of Contemporary
Jewish Philosophers, editors Hava Tirosh-Samuelson and Aaron W. Hughes have made
a monumental contribution to contemporary Jewish thought that will have a long-
lasting impact in the academy and beyond. Each volume of the series shares a
common format that includes an intellectual portrait, a selection of the thinker’s
essays, an interview, and a selected bibliography. In their introduction, the editors
state that the goals of the series are to expand the discussion of Jewish philosophy
beyond the field’s central luminaries, to make Jewish philosophy accessible to a
wider audience, and to give Jewish philosophy a voice in contemporary philosoph-
ical and religious conversations. The series provides overwhelming evidence of the
ongoing vitality and breadth of contemporary Jewish thought. Michael Fishbane’s
volume shows what the series does best by presenting the work of a thinker who has
made contributions across the field of Jewish studies in a manner that introduces,
collects, and clarifies his most fundamental positions.
The introduction to Fishbane’s life and work, written by Sam Berrin Shonkoff, is
among the longest and most detailed of the intellectual portraits in the series.
Those familiar with Fishbane’s oeuvre will appreciate the daunting task that was
presented to Berrin Shonkoff. Fishbane’s work not only covers biblical, rabbinic,
medieval, and modern thought, but his argumentation combines intensive exeget-
ical engagement with classical sources with a sophisticated deployment of literary
and hermeneutic theory. As a former student of Fishbane’s and an advocate of
his exegetical theology, I am partial to his discursive style, but I am also aware that
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